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Foreword

The Association of AnAtrican Universities since its founding in 1900
has consisted of universities with a major interest in graduate educe.
lion and academic research. In the 25 years following the close of
World War II higher educn:tion including graduate study and research
underwent unparalleled growth and prosperity. The most, recent *e
years, however. have been witness to a dramatic shift from a growth.
to a no growth Meath:M. Such periods' f significant change. offer a
timely cip0ortunity to take stock of the present and to plan for the
future.

n this spirit of selfappraisal the presidents of the AAUinstitutions
posed a series of issues to their graduate deans who responded With
this very thoughtful report. In receiving the report the AAU presidents
unanimously dopted the following-resolution: .

We, thipresidints in the AsSociation of American Unlersitiee. express our
appreciation to the Association 0 Graduate Schools' for_ the report on the

Research Doctorate In the united States:" We consider it an excellent re-
sponse to our reqbest for advice on pressing issues in graduate education

"Sod urge its prompt publication. We commend it as a document to be COW' fully considered by all institutions offering graduate degrees as an informed
end heiptut guide in future educational planning. Similarly. we recommend
its Careful review by fordations. industries, governmental bodies and all
others concern.° with gaduate education.

.
a

Oie

Mahn W: Oswald
President, Association of Amer' n
Universities
President, Pennsylvania Slate
University

.e

January 1976
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1 A Preface

This report glows out of a request by the presidents of the ritembir
institutions of the AsSociation of American Universities (MU) for ad-
vice from their graduate deans on ten pressing ,issues in graduate
education. The report thus represents a consensus of the graduate
deans of fifty major universities, universities that produce thmajority
of Ph.D.'s in the United States and perform over tworthirds of the
federally supported research conducted at American universities. The
report is directed additionally to all those who are concerned about
the condition of higher education, in America, -and in particular to
those citizenseducators, elected representatives,' federal-
officials --with specific interest in graduate education and research at
major universities in the United States. .*

The report focuses primarily on academic resea rch and training f r
the Ph.D. To the_ extent that other postbaccalaureate pragram3,
eluding those terminating it; a Matters decries, raise related prob-
lems and issues. this statement is relevant to them as well.

Most recent reports on higher education either have slighted
graduate education' or have stressed financial and supply-and-
rierband problems. Although_these are important problems, and this
report ineyitably,touches on them, they are not central to the basic
questions of purpose and role we are seeking to answer here: What
are the primary functions of graduate (education and research in the'
United States, and how can these functions best be performed?

Graduate education is a vast and diversified undertaking. The are
about 900,000 graduate students in the United States, or 701), if we
convert part -time students to full-time equivalents: MOM of these stu-
dents aim for, and secure. Master's degrees. Some 250,000 Matter's
degrees, as opposed to 33,000 doctorate!, are granted each year. Our
report doespot consider Master's-level Work or professional educe-,
tibn (the health professions, law. social work, business administra-
tion, etc.). Even with these exclusiorts, so many levels and fields are
encompassed by our topic that we cannot address Pia special prob-
lems of particular OEMs- Our report concentrates, gather, on those
btqad areas of concern shared by all the major universities offering
doctoral programs. . ..

Of abqrse graduals deans differ-le their philosoOffty of _graduate
educatiok. their perception of the present, and their aspirations for

future, Accordingly. ndt all fifty deans agree with every detail of
this report. -They do, however, support the point of View and general
proposals it espouses.

3
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Of the several recent reports. en federal and stater Stipport of
graduate education, the two we consider the most valuable, althouOti
we do not endorse them in every detail. are Fedeial Pokey Ahern
titres Toyords Graduate- Education., (Washington, D.C.: National
Academy of Sciences, 1974), and The States and Graduate Education
(Renver col.: Education Commission of the States,1975).

.Althoughthe ten questions posed by the MU presidents served as
stimulus for different sections of the report. they are soinextricably
related to one another that each.question is discussed in several
places andeaph section of the report responds to several of the
questions

-t. What Tiltiegeheial aeliiisifierit-Of the Asialation.bt Graduate
Schools (AGS) of the status of graduate education in this country
and of the proper direction of change?

2. What is the prospective supply and demand for Ph.D.'s? What
weightjhould be given to manpower forecasts? . .

3. If more graduates will be going Into nonacademic positions.
shobld graduate education be modified, and. If so. howl'

4. In responding to urgent national problems. whet considerations
are involved in making effective responses through graduate
education?

6. What principles thotild guide the allocation of resources to
graduate education by universities, state; and federal govern.
ments?

6. What principles should underlie the suborfof graduate stu-
dents?

7 What can be done to use most effectivelyeilher within or
among universitiesthe resources required for high-qUality
graduate education?

8 Now can graduate education and research contnbute 'tore effec-
tively to the teaching of undergraduates?

9. How can the Association of Gradupte Schools itself play a more
useful role In confronting the problems of graduate education?

10.
What should be the U posture with redpect to equal access to
graduate education?

All the questions are imp° ant. and the sequence in which they are
addressed has no bearin n their relative urgency.

ti
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I Continuity and Change

Graduate education, including research, is vital to the health and
vigor of the nation. 'it produces thOechnicians and managers essen-
fiat for the provision of health cervices, for the functioning of public
agencies, and for the-operation of a complex economy. Graduate
education,produces the scholars who help to form andpreserve our
Cultural heritage, who make it possible to explore (he physical and
biologicalunivqrse. A healthy citizenry. a productive economy. good
government, an effective 'school system, a rich culture. new
knowledgeall are fundamental it eeds If a dynamic society To the
meeting of those neixls, graduate, education will continue to make a
Unique contribution. . .

During and alter World War il, graduate education responded with
vigor and effectiveness to the nation's needs. Universities produced,
he personnel and scientific advances essential to thb Allied victory In ,

World War 11 Confronted by Sputnik, the President and Congress
again turned to the universities. When the college population almost
tripled during the 1960's. graduate schools produced thb necessary
college and university teachers. In shod, graduate education has
been responsive to the needs of the nation in times of national need.
Indeed, one of the nallmarks of our system of higher education is the
concept and practice of service to society as'a major university fun
lion. While recognizing the responsiveness of graduate education in
periods of eationat crisis, it is important not to overiodPits on-going 0

contribution during periods of relative tranquility. Solutions to many
national problems are derived from decades of research in our
graduate programs and form the lifework of scholars educated in
th...$ programs. The basic function of the arts and humanities in
partiuJlar is to examine and sustain values that transcend transient
social and economic ptoblemo The continuous creation, sustenance.
and transmittal of bit= knowledge is the fundamental justification
for centers of graduate education s'--

Graduate education must now function within a troubled Society .

and !altering economy. it must respond to pip specific needs and
prioritiea not of the past, but of the future, Some new forces affecting
graduate education include. `11,

a decline in the rate of increase in undergraduate enrollment,
leading to a decrease in the number of new academic positions over
the next decade:

4
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0 pressing needs topope with deterioration of the environment and`,
With the Complex of problems centering on energy;

the Imperative need to eliminate discrimination based oierace,
sex, and ethnic origin; ° . i ,a

demands for expansion of.prolessional service in government. in
allied health fields. in consumer affairs, and in other emerging pro-
leision% . -

a reduction in the rate of increase of support for higher educe-
lion, and a particulady sharp cut in public support for graduate stu-
dents; , .

the emergence of new groups of students including part-iime and
older students. who want new kinds of postbaccalaureate instruction.

. The problems now facing the nation' are in many respects more
intractable than those of World War IL or of the moonshot. In those
cases solutions were facilitated by a.broad consensus that the goals
were of the higheanational priority and by a solid base of scientific

. knowledge from tyhtchlechnological advances could be drawn. The
. current problems are as social and political as they are technological.

Some of out goals conflict with one another, and not all of thein can
be Ret simultaneously. In addition, what is- needed to solve many of
our problems is not new knowledge. but new kinds of knowledge..
Todays soctill and economic setting requires a well-considered arti
effective ballincing of the three tasks that graduate education natur-
ally addresses. (1) educating men and women to the highest intellec-
tual levels; (2) PreServing and extending our cultural heritage and
developing new Icnowledge. (3) joining in the search for solutions to
contemporary natioral problems. The next sections consider further,

. the problem of finding a Wise balance among these

a

.
<

.
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,
National Needs

ii Meetinf; Immicliate and Future

A. RELEVANCEIS MORE THAN IMMEDIATE IlitACTI6ALiTY-

It Is a seriou's if widespread mistake to assume that disinterested
Scholarship and basic research fire not relevant to the problems of
society- Without a strong and comprehensive basic research effort
largely centered in universities. a nation is doomed to tackling the .

problems of the future withthe knowledge and ideas of the past.
Withdut scholarship m all fields of learning, the United States cannot
claim to be a fully cWilized nation, and it -will face the danger or
becoming a technocratic society without the capacity for critical
Selfexamination and self-renewal Research and adVanced scholar-
ship are not fours of intellectual dilletantism, but rather intensely
disciplined efforts, ofteri'at the frontiers of knowledge. where intui-
tion Is as important as orgahized search.

A major premise of this report is that graduate education makes its
beSt and most important contribution by pursuing basic research and
scholarship and training scholars who can continue that pursuit, The
capacity of graduate education to serve society is imperiled by efforts
to make it an instrument for quick solutions' to problems recently
defined as urgent Stith shoitterm priorities undermine the search
for knowledge that wilt make it possible for future generatiohs to
address the problems confronting themproblems that are now
either unknown or ufiderappreciated. Moreover, a civilized society
must iimderstand its past, examine its values. cherish its poets. en-
courage its artists. The university is the major institution that per
.forms these roles, it is the university scholar who does this essential,
work for4ociety Again, we are led to emphasize the need to encous
age and maintain basic research and scholarship ,

A second major.primise of this report is that research and shofar,
ship are valuable in aioportion to their excuiterke with excellence
defined as latellectual effort of the highest quality During the 1960 's,,
the major characteristic of graduate education was expansion Over
the coming decade. continuing"elevation of the levet 01 excellence
must be the primary objective

S. GUIDELINES FOR INVOLVEMENT
0

The two premises set illrih Abate lead to spec ific guidelines let Psi

0
6
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response of graduate educatfen to national needs'

Our universities, specifically including the graduate schools, best
serve society, ansl Slmukaneously insist -most effectively in solving
national problems. by planning and conducting eclucailonat and re-
seesh programs of the highest possible/intellectual excellence Th,
unique contribution, of the universilies is blew capacity both lb
analyze the peat and servo as a major instrument for society's invest-
merit in the futur eEM investment in 'new ideas and weltra.ined
People. both indispen le to salvinn problems whose nature cannot

4 be foreseen',
2 In general, the stud is ernrging from Our graduate ffiChOOIS will

be most useful to the society over the long term of they have been
soundlyeducated in ohs of the basic disciplines. but simultaneously
made awe% of the perishupihty of knowledge and of the relations
between fields A trerniurri Stroutdte placed upon the spirit of inquiry
and upon an attibide of flexibility toward evdntual aPplisatain of the
sludenth abilities aqd experience' In general. the university. system,

. and tiarticulirly therdividuat resdrchtuperiasor, should encourage
students in an open attitude toward the relative status of jobs outside
theacadeniic community Increased flexibility Of this kind is probably
more important than curricular or structural changes in graduate

'edudetfon,
3 In thetctursicf thou reftoar g9duateprograms, faculty

;m
em.

oers and giaduate students will often be in a position to anticipate, -
and call 10' the public s attention, emerging national prOblems (for
eiarPle. th0.0atwe and origin bf photochemiCal smog. threats to
sources of ens ny) and new kinds of solubohs (Atomic fission and
fusTon asenetgy sources. molecular bioiogy as a source of radicolth
new apprcratris to diagnosis:and treatment of disease) kiniveisities
have spetaatobligation to protect their capacity for the iedependent
assessment ,of emerging: arm potential problems. especially as the
rate of technological innovetion increases. As the interval between
scientific discovery, bed technological application diminishes. it 15

4
more crucial than (Nei that we continually monitor technology s iin.

.,
1

Mist on our Variety and environment. ' , .
4 Graduate schools have the capacity to people for some of

the 4aacialged inanPower i'equirements d fined by, government and
indisrary They have an obligation to prove e this kind of service, but
on a scale that does not convert them intp uainInto instautes as con
"tasted with educational institutions Tticiii have a furthet pagatioh 10

. "ieiect funds for heeling programs Maerpleprialei to their basic mis-
-swan . ,

/
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Some student: t be exposed to Legent 'national problem*
through rgurar programs in university departments /Amager prS-
eortion will SeCute this exposure through association with Specific
probleotlented centers within the wilvereity

6 Under some circumetancees. Universities can respond directly, by
creating new organizations -- departments, programs, inettluteS. or
laboratoriesspecifically designed to bring the full array ot linivetsily
specialities to bear on a selectertoprobleir areahousing. the epvi .
ran/dent, population< urpan problems, food and nutrition, energy.
poverty_ HieTwever, the creation of a row organization stidukt be ap-
proached carefully because these offOrts can be folly effecliveonly if
ern the university.vigorously exercises its continuing central respon
.eibrlity to sustain the lung view ttpOugn basic research guided by
individual investigators. fbi high standards of perforMance in re-
search and leaching ateilemarded and effectively rewardeel, (c) the
now organization can depend on academie leadership of high corn
potence. comerilynent, iand reputation. Id) research on short-range
problems involves *mg with substantial intellectual content, and to)
graduate students and their supervisors feel tree to pursue a thesis
topic with primary consideration for ifs inletlectual development, and
only secondary consideration for ethe action and tan.° hind imposed
by en overall, large-scale project

The shorter a pioblenvotiented research proposal Or special urn
. versity organization falls of meeting these criteria. tho greater the
presumptiorthat the appropriate setting for Them 6 an indu41"1°'
governmental laboratory, rather than a university

C. SHIFTING TO,THE STEADY STATE

The research-diiented Pht) purs,ad lullturtu by studeraliv who
have just Completed their undergraJimile work. has been this domin-
ant mode of graduate education smite its inception in this country
about a Century 40. Will it remain so? There am strong reasons for
behevinglhat the dramatic increase in the rate at which Ph,D.'s are
awarded. which peaked in the t96,0 s. is attributable to a conlluence
of socioeconomic and opiiticel forces that will not return in the near
or and-term future Demogr. 4' facts have led to the present
waling-off of undergesduate enrol:meats, which wilt be tenawid, cfl

the 1900 s. by a drop. unless a different Cheat(*) game aCC053 to
fugtier education Because graduate enrollments are strongly initu
t,COd by undergraduate numbers, one can expect that, all other lac
to remaining constant gracluete enrollments, too. will drop This
ort.Nuacer Es further supported by the liaretirtg all tot research fund-

I



onl:ana its change in emphasis beta 41 te'..watch the What mat,r
determinant of graduate e9r011men'

The explosion of unddrgrad e eriroliments it the 1950 s anl
1960's meant that more grad e students ;bete needed to a:losist fa:
Plitt 4flembem-ttit I leadtk and laboratory in;..tructors At
the same lime the map xpansion orunniersitirba.saresearch re.
(hided more graduate urrtents as re-,learch assistani4 -The growth ox
undergraduate ent manta artorcellti:*d employmera to m4ny Pp b
rehtotents

)
A6 fetal reSeJr h funafi f,labilize and as 1,,,ndotii4Aleaafeentourrieof

leyallief and decline. file hurrtier oileadillonalr young. foutope.
month, graduateit ire duate wok i,kemse .:stabrIsze and
Oartii46- decrease °Tri general faculty MeMbers mil produce ,febtr
doctoral students in the future Mari they have in the oast, perhaps
only half as many The nuMber of oredocloral ripearch OS.44ZitaniS
Stipported by contract awl grants may le of otf, and more of the kind
p1 work 004 havo dono .n the pie 1 taisrtt te undertaken by briLidocietil
leStOws: ar.d resyearCh a:: bates Mora, atleohors may be bard to ends.

A VidUal 5teaft3nE,
The apollc,atiility, >af tt PreleCtion:: wan, born tibial to

depending on a rnuttitude of individual &Mt:Jinni hy students, krnwur,'
Aille$, and society in general Sol* tAel& ;ma he alluded is -,,s mad
Other. The biomedical ;:ciuncel, ;arid engineering for ogarnolo,
experience iludual4ori, mainlairettnii perhap:t eoir. oil paod
antollrnenf.:, in general. howeei, the era of Atnialho: 0;00-veal ,
womh to Ionian ornbitriteliL IZ bthirIdkel . /Teo Carrrent per(04 at a it:04 increase itoraduale etwolfirlen1E.!
tokipied math decrexte 11 real kiwis of tielkarcri funds gonetalci.
DOM Ottribil2tri: and ophortunitiel. The opportionil4e are to aizles
fun s...ion!. of gradu410 edukCalion tot fuluw !bar :Van differ Mark, if,
tram the oast_ ,arid cons:antrale on quitiry Thu problems inctude
a$,IrriftolNrIg 3tt41;, from a 02401010gy df tiroirilfi 10 One Of
le9rning to lar.oiale by 1.)ab5lillutien roftiv than expati:oon. mid to
thenfr.ing tou;oderaton-. that ::hould ofoisqliy gouern file sib') of
leactlak ttriroimEint!. in :nit tit aorinottion, 'he believe That trio jp
ptOfjrtatzl Or qfilduatt, ertoornfirsti should b doterauned by the
rfka cruabts: At irrooliclual °,3tUdent$ 0:MPete4l n't an avoionkr-'5 at
c...)re ogroriuntra:;., aria n01 .13; inZ,htAtiOril nee dvv, , ;ern'
pririf.leurAi 0,10 pfiCcri Ot filtAthOte tiaCtr

"
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D. NEWSTUDENTS, NEW TASKS

As 01 number of traditional graduate student's stabilizes or do.
cranes, the number el no ntriditio nat students will rise, This nontrad.
Mortal clientele will include many men And women ?NW lor a variety
of iiasons did ndt become Ph.D. candidates darner. Racial qnd ethnic
minority students and women. now a small percentage of the ,
graduate enrollment irrmeny departments, will comprise a rising
proportion of the graduate student population. Demographic date.

. social trends; changes in job requirements. political pressures, and
. actual enrolleient patterns all suggest that a substantial and steadily

. expanding population of older persons with both nonloc&tional and
. vocational interests will be sainting graduate educeilon. Many at

them will have itibsin fieldts related to their docttiral ,programs4fid.,
mani glwill be patt-tifne woofters Und part .e gradupte students In
addition, a larger proportion of the younger students may minuet
graduate studies on a part-time basis. .

.

. . Taken together, the hew kinds of graduate students and their sZn*. cial needs pose a chafienge !Worm:Wale education? The adaelive!
process will be a complicAed As because the desires and need's of
the new groups of students are diverge- In general. women and, mem-
bars of minority groups who ire or will be full.time graduate students
-rant simpty a gootigradupte education, as traditionallidefined on 4
nob-discriminatory baste. Many of the over and'part-time students.
however. will went something quite different.

If as seems probable, substantially larger numbs:tie of pith-time
students and older persons enroll in graauati programs. -the ethicts
on gradate education will be exienswe,and varied Some program
will be changed_ The *oh of class discmssicina and the kinds of in-
teraction between teacher and studeritS may be modified Even de
Partrnents that retain traditional progrsims may dev)op altern'atives
for stisaents with differerst career plans or noniocational interest., At
the aama time, some preemitterit graduate deparlmsett wilt continue
to offer the serve programs they ttadqionalty have ofereb. and this
will sustain the diversity from which exleileoce and adaptability 116ve

AO in all, widespread curricular ihanges am likely,* the context of
both new and existing degree programs. The Doctor of Art4 degree,
despite a faltering slarLor otter derails that do net require original

rz.

11,
.

04011. 4,-919-4114.4 ye-14*AL% 103,.....V.",:ot Oen AL41 4114...n q. thlo road s 4**4 orPlev1111%.#
Ca; fps, P* et At'," a Jry ;:,..test *3416., 1.3i .40.46 ., 14:e. era"
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4 research., may find favor among'students interested in teaching rather

than research careers. Many such students, hoivever, may not seek,a
. degree at all, but instead-will study for the best of reasonsto learri or

relearrhWorishops and short courses may be rieeded during even-
kp, weekends, end vacation periods. It May be heretical to suggest
nonresideritial programs resembling the experimental ''Open Univer-
sity" In Britain, but the. point is thaLeclectic app caches will 'be re %
quired tdcope with the diverse needs of the nev4tudents.

What are, the.financial consequences of adaptOito such needs? --I--
The costs, particularist the initial costs,, may bqonsidecable New .1

a apitroackies mitt nevorricula and courses wall:wive to be planped ..,

,'and developed. The way mdst states. Compute-theii support for
graduate education presents both incentives koadigt graduate edu-.

. cation to new needsoand'odnstraints on.doing tfie, job properly. The
basis for financir'ig graduate educAlon in most states credit hours
of enroliment,ye regigrafion and counseling of the part-time stu-
dent, to name only two fixed expenses, ark as doily as for full-time
students. Thus qtrict rellancepn volume of insCruction as the basis for
support threatens not only the quality of rigorous, research-oriented
graduate work but also a university's responsiveness to' nontraill-
Ilona! students. .

Difficult choices Are inescapable in the next decade because
legitimate needs will exceed resources. One parathount principle is

t, that areas of excellence in existing doctoral grog ms should not be
sacrificed. ,

S.
t$

, .

.

E. HOW CHANGE OCCURS so ,

.

Within any university there are many sources Of Initiativeand of
obstruction. Similarly, decision-making authority is much more widely
dispersed in a, university than is ordinarily the case in btisiness or,
government. lAreover, Universities vary enormously In character and
circumstances, so that a given change on the national scene play
Make one kind of response (e.g., retrenchment in a field)- a reasonable,
one in the case of University A, and liwholly different response objec-
tively prefergble in.the case of University S. These characteristics of
pluralism and diversity impede the use of universities as flexible in-
struments of social policy. But with our prophetic capacities in their
present early stage of development this is not all bad. indeed, more
catastrophes may be averted than opportunitiee lost.

Ingenuity is required to marshall the enerties and capacities of a
university community for pork on such problems as the maintenance
Of social stability and world peace and the achievement of greater

4! .
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social justice. Research on such problems does not fit neatly into the
departmental 'structure, and in many universities new organize-
tionsg'enerally called inetittiteshave been established to putsue

4 such problems ith the requisite flexibility. Titer extredepartmental
organization, a rice widely adopted in the last two decades, will

continue to pie a major role in -theparshalling of university re-1
-sources to addle urgent national probleme.3

The institute, h *ever, is not a panacea. In section 8 above, yfe
. discussed the.conditions wider which such an organization shou,
1)0 establishqsr. At minimum, the institute should be integrated wit

the univirsikilt should be staffed briacdity with teaching respon
. sibnities; and, with are exceptions; it should not take dnintelleptually

incontuential problems. In short, only careful administration will
enlute 'at the institute las productive in fact as it may appear in
thitor9. . ,r.,.*,-*:

, -.
, v., . .

4

3For an excellent analysis of the problems of organizing for chiongIng functions see S. 0.11tenbetcy
and R. C. Friedman. Beyond Acedemic Departments. The Story of Institutes end Centers (San4 ranelico: JosseyBass. 1972.)
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Ili Links between Graduate and
Undergraduate Education

Graduate education produces ideas that enliven, enrich, and trans-
form undergraduate education. This is Wiriest end most importaht
effect. Tice burst of graduate scholarship at the turn of the century
revitalized the liberal arts curriculum throughout the nation. More
recintly,the new math" and new discciverielkin cell and molecular
biologrwere introduced into first-year undergraduate courses.As a
result, toddy's college freshmen are introduces' to knowledge uq
known to college graduates a generation ego. Area studies, computer
science, and linguistics exemplify the new clusters of knowledge that
develop nut di .graduate research pibgfams. As nqw areas of study
appear at the undergradtiate levekthey.add a welcome breadth to the
curriculum. In short. ideas and knowledge developed in graduate,
programs` continually inject vigor, variety, and excellence into the
undergraduate curriculum.

The processes as well as the content of graduate education affect
undergraduate education. Ph.D. training stresses active, participatory
learning, with thesesearch seminar, peer teaching, and independent
study as basic educational modes. These modes have been widely
adopted at the undergraduate level in response to student demands
for, alternatives to passive lecture-listening Today almost any college
curriculum offers opportunities for Independent study and research.
student - initiated colloquia, honors theses, seminars, and otit-of-the?
classroom learning experiences. Thus the undergraduate curriculum .
has been enriched by adopting from graduate studies,the method of
having students discoier for themselves what is to them new know-
ledge.

%

The relationships just noted are conceptual and procedural. They
exert their Influene.e generally, affectin4 undergraduate teaching
even in institutions that have no graduatb students of their own.

An additional set of influences comes into play where under-
gragtuate and graduate educgtion.coexist in the famehuniversity. Hay:

.ing a faculty that draws directly on current research experience in-
vigorates undergraduate instruction as nothing else can. Of course to
secure the full benefits of this invigorating effect. we must see that
graduate and undergraduate programs do not operate in isolation
from each other. . I

.

4
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Another pcilentinfluerice)s the teaching airsistint Trained well and
utilized wisely:thigraduate teaching alai tent injects hontinuotrely .`
tehiswediehthuslistn and fresh: Writs of view into undergraduate .

teaching. The graduate teaching assistah can be both 'mentor and
= "academic Aolleague4o the tindergradpate student. The university has,

both an Oportunity and a reepoNsibility in selecting, training. and
supervising graduate tromping aiststantitp ensure that they know
their 'Subjects and teach thim well. When this challenge% met, the

Isndergraduate,:the graduate and the university all benefit.
To biltsure, there era circumstances in which a unbiersity his not

welt served by ill-conceived ventuyes.faunched in the.name of
graduate rhearch: some of these, are discussed Wier. We strongly .

* bake", hdwever, that, on balance, graduate programs hava en-
.* hanchd the intellectual vigor of ursiergraduate Studies at the leading

..,researatuniversities, *." out
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IV Efficiency and Cost in
.Gradliate Education

.' With the presdat extreme financialmessures on universities,
, graduate education must share the burden of cutting cosfssancl In

creasing efficiency wherever possible. This obligation-is all the gfeet-
.

er because higkquelity graduate education is inhereiitly.tostly both
in absolute terms and in relation to undergraduate education. Much
graduate education involves direct, continuing interactions between
senior members of the faculty and individual students. Graduate
programs make intensive use of research instruments, computers,
and libraries. Theft very costliness makes it important to search fur
more efficient ways of using such expensive resources, and of cutting
beckon such resources when we can do so without seriously impair
ing the quality pf research and instruction, Cost-consciousness and a
viewtoward efficiency aresand will remain, p rominent concerns of
everyone involved in graduate education

In view of the high cost of gradual'. praDrarns and the poor long-.

tango career prospects in some fields, the reduction or eliminati6n of
some graduate programrwIll continue o, be a lively option in most
public and private universities and in many state qedies. The process
by which such decisions are Made will and should differ between
;3chlic and private universities, and from state to state. A few general
remarks, howeveY, seem broadly applicable.

Filst, retrenchment decisions should be madeeon the basis 'of
explicit criteria. The following list is commended to all universities
and all statee . .. ;,

t The quality tend accessibibto of the fecuiliird of the program of graduate
instruction in each.piograms.as they can be inferred from the opinion of
otherschetirs in the field, till view of faculty members In related MHO
linei at the institution and envoi/viable evidence based on the opinions ,

and experiences of graduate stteentp._
,

2 The number and qua* of students v.ha have applied for graduate study.
who have accepted admission. and OM have completed the program.

3. The future of the whole befit of shall isetiorfras of scientific and scholarly-
trends and in terms of national, Male. and regional needs

. 1

.7f
A.

"One ic,ffi Starr LNepwlirsc Meettr4 0$1100,4) Pvcto,,x.,itiscselon Statement of
Nutty sita Pttst-Iteci AO' o that lonsint 01;1* 0.11.1117414',4), saqs, ISM. P. 29 '091116ffem poncoo. waliti,..106tiet rAlfro031.4 Gue.414,45 (Or 1972)
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4. The national. statmvide. and regional contribution of each doormat prog
rem. viewed in the context of the number of other strong programs.
whether or not they are operating below their desirable size and. in gen-

t era,, whether suspension of d program at the institution would have a
seriously Oven, effect on opportunities for graduits study In the nation.
stekror aglow .

'5.,The.comparethre &vantage ofjhe institution in the fielddial isreiobility
of the institution to makes particular twaribution to the field-in ituestion

. because of special factors such as a long tradition of good work in the
. gum% libliry resources. and so on.

8. The interactions between graduate study In the field in quelition and
graduate work and scholershlp In other fields at the institution. and4he
likely effects of suspending work in the held on other programs and fa-

; MOW members. =
= '

7_ The 'Merlotti:in tiotwoon graduate study in the held and the quality and
variety of Undergraduate offerings in the same field in the institution -

8. The costliness of work in the held, measured in terms of instructional
costs` student support. Library costs. apace costs. and Or on, '

it should be noted that this flit stresses such factors as the quality
of progiams, Interdisciplinary relationships. the number and quality

. of students. the regional and national role of programs. Cost is an
important criterion, but Jar, from the only one. Moreover, different
universities and programs will assign different weights to the eight
listed guidelines.

To date the most extensive effort to assess the quality of particular
graduate programs:Ii the 1070 lose- Andersen resort for the Ameri-
can Council on Educations This js essentially a Rear ratin§ Opres-
tiglous departments. and it Colitaltis no explicit criteria for judg-
ment. In an effbtt to develop WU* 'gleans of measuring quality. the
Council of Graduate Schools is preparing a report. "Dimensions of
Quality." It will sit forth explicit criteria by which quality on be as-
sessed. and should be extremely helpful.

The National Board on Graduate Education has suggested a useful
approach:i

,

a A angle measure) of quality should not bo appliod to very diverse
, programsprograms tpatmay be serving the needs of nontraditional stu

dents tor nontraditional forms of graduate education. Multiple indicators
of quality, sensibly related Ki.differont program missions. should be de-
veloped.

ti

'Ka Amu and C4. Ancogna, A Ftaimg of Oridu6to Programs erVashirooton. D.C. American
Counci! Equeatkti. 1970).
Mations' .10110 on Oiedtase Etior.sigin.Dornrite Pittopoweri fotir..asis POq $31bnatO. p
D.C.. Naildiset Academy of Uttrzes. 1073) or,
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b Statewide Plinners should resist the temptation to ap ply simptatic for-
mulas to doctoral Program% such 03 "'eliminate any progripi that bas not *
Produced more than two doctorates within the last two years, 'Such stabs .,
acid measures may flag programs in need of review, but no program
Should be eliminated on the basis of simpte statistics alone. . .

c
When evaluating graduate programs. planting Should not attempt state-
by-state labor market analyses, MAUI the inability of the highly educitert **
certain to confound such analyses. A more appropriate dilation, we be.
0 , is assured access to graduate education for residents within the Mate
(or Rhin the region. through reciprocal Programs),

in additt n, tlip Education Commission of the States has issued a
thoughtful sport that offers explicit advice to states faced with the
problem of sassing graduate programs.' The recommendations of
the ECS tas force include%

i. the main enance of a plurality of support sources for graduate
educed° ,

2. the assn ption by the states of primary responsibility for institu-
tional su port and by thllt federal government for research and
graduate tudent support; '.

3. the encourqgernent of state and :aglowl consortia to share,re-
, sources;
4. complementary roles for institution, state. and federal government

in supporting graduatit education.
. .,

In addition to explicit criteria, a structure and procedure for apply
ing them are needed. Sometimes internal university 'review proce-
dures suffice, and these should be encouraged. When individual uni-
verelti.es or campuses prove unable to make the necessary and

.., necesseply painful judgmer0s, procedures involving outside apirai-
sals must be devised. New iOrk .State. for example, is reviewing
graduate programs by a peer review procedure involving external
consultants. The design of revieykprocedures is a complicated and
delicate task because they require apportioning the power to male
sensitive dedisions among faculty, university administrators, trustees.
and state authorities. When external procedures are used, it.is import
tent ti)at the affected universities retain the greatest possible leeway

. . to work out details..
'Universities must anticipate conditions of tability or contraction in

'Edw.:two comm.54.01.01 i1; sums. rho Srato eau 4rdcluent Eauwanto Report ll* 159.40enior.
Col 1976) ..
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many areas. No one expects-the administrative, financial, and human
problems involved in adjusting to theie circumslinces to Pie solved
without travail, the probteiti Of program contraction in graduate edu-
cation Is no excerition. ,

On both educational and firi'ancial grounds. we wish to caution
against the wholesale elimination of graduate programs in response I

to budgetary pressures. In educational terms, in the liberal arts and
sciences, fdr example, reduction of graduate programs below a
dozen or so key disciplinet at any institution will iripoverish the en-
tire graduate Mort because of the interlocking nature Of knowledge:
Moreover:the absence of graduate instruction in a broad array of t

. fields can damage undergraduate education. In financial terms,
elimination of gradual/ programs will not reduce expenditures very
much unless the faculty, positions associated with the programs are .
elso eliminated because salaries typically account for about SO per-
cent of the costs of graduate _programs. Further, this could be a_
-pound-foolish economy because the faculty, .positions eliminated

.. would be lost to undergraduate programs as well.
On the other hand. new graduate programs should be established

only after a searching review of the capacity of the faculty. the place
of the 'new'program in the academic Wed the university and of the it
region. current and prospective costs, And the prospects for
adequate funding, including research funds, and for demand for the
Ph.D.'s produced by the progrem. In connection with financing, those.
who must approve new programs should examine with extreme klop-
ticism and competent outside advice any claim that a new graduate

. program can be established atiittle or no cost.
There are ways, short of eliminating graduate programs. of reduc-

ing their cost, all of which warrant vigorous exploration. In many:
cases the result is not only low( It stst but higher quality. We list a
few such measures below.

Regional consortia allow universities to use their resources
more effectively. This Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC).
the Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education (WICHE).
the Southern Regional Education Board (SRES), and the Mid-
America State bniversities Association are cases in point. They form
the administrative framework within which various resource - sharing
arrangements can be worked out. Sithilarly. many universities have.

paired off. to the advantage of both institutions. Stanford and Ber-
keley routinely allow graduate students from either campus to enroll
in courses at the other. No money changes hands, each request is
treated individually end requires only the approval of the two
graduate ears. ThAprogr,am has allowed small but steady streams

r -
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of graduate students to profit from specialzed offerihgs not available
on their home campus. The University of Nebraska sends students in
veterinary medicine to the University of Missouri. a reverse flow oc-
curs in architecture. Numerous arrangements of this son exist, Be-
fore a university inaugurates a new graduate program, it should can
vas the possibility of cooperation with other universities.

exchanges of faculty have a high potential .poth for elevating
academic standards and for saving money. Visiting scholars can sup-
plement regular faculty members at considerably lower costs than
additional full-time appointees. The practicality of such arrangements
has been demonstrated by many format and informal exchanges
with the traveling-scholar plan of the Committee on Institutional
Cooperation in the midwest an outstanding example. As the size of
faculties levels off. faculty exchanges should becalms substantially
more prevalent. They will contribute even more to faculty vitality than
to financial solvency. s .

The pooled use of expensive equipment at national laboratories by
a largo number of universities has becoms a Ivey elite. particularly in
physics but in other disciplines as well.

In principle the extradepagmental. problem.oriented organizetion
fe.g. the institute) permits a more efficient. hence less costly, use of
university resources. in practice, however, costs usually increase
rather than diminish The gains twin nontraditional arrangements are
intellectual, not budgetary. ,

The adaptation of advanced technology en such forms as electronic .
procedures in the Wren/, large computer networks. and teachmg
devices of various kinds holds the potential of 'cost savings. But there
is ample experience to show fast. that it is in practice often difficult to
make advanced systems work adequately. and. second, when they dot .
work the primary effect is to increase use and efficiency rather than to
reduce overall costa.

Two general observations on cost.cuttmg. Forst, graduate educe-
tion. particularly for the Ph.D..* inherently and ineluctably expensive
relalive to nOn.reSearch oriented undergraduate education because
1 is so :aborintensive. That is, the investment of senioi faculty time
per graduate student must be high. Since salaries comprise about
fourfifths of the cost of graduate education, the opportunities for
cost reduction within existing programs are limited. Economies are.
more likely to result from the pooling of resources an(' from rigorous
review of proposed graduate programs. Second. the graduate dean
should always have a hand in the devising of intennstitutional ar.
rang merits because almost invariably they involve matters affecting
the total graduate enterprise.
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In practice, planning and gstablishing such programs involvea a
complex sharing of functions, In most cases the university's'highest-
level administrators must tale the initiative in launching such efforts
because institutional goalt and resources are at stake. A viewpoint
transcending that,of indiVidual departments and even of the entire
graduate school is indispensable. if the administration's initiatives
are to be fruitful, the general officers involved must be perceptive.
interested. Informed, imaginative, and somewhat assertive. At the
same tint, men and women who must actively participate in Tease
arrangementsrarigut from individual faculty members to &Owl.
ment heads and deansmust also be somewhat assertive to ensure
that the arrangements have solid academic substance and that they
take into account the realities of demands on faculty tame and energy.
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V The Giiduittel stutient: 'Jobs,
k Careers, Free Choice & Punning

,111/

flo S
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.
1 .

A. INDIVIDUAL CROICf . .
... 4

b V a 4. ,
The informediree choice of individual students. rather than a na-

tionat WO based on manpower forecasts, should be the primary de-
terminant of graduate enrollments. Most fundamentally: the substitu,

4 lion of a governmental decision for a ;AA one on something as .

,personal and Important as education would 'violate our tradition of
41 i individual choiee in a free society On a more pragmeatic level. mane

power forecasts are not accurate erfough to be given such-weight As
4
. noted below, they may, usefully be taken into account by the student
. , faced with a career decision. but they are too unreliable to be the

basis of a nationalquoreeystem. even were such a sebeme.aecepta-
ble. (Errors in earlier projections should serve both as a stimulus to
refinement of forecasting techniques and as a warning against rely.
ens too heavily on future forecasts ) Finally, we believe that the most

,
intelligent and highly motivated students should be free to pursue
advanced education in their chosen 'held itrespective of job projec-
tiOns .

.
B. BLEAK OUTLOOK FOR ACAOEMIC PLACEMENT

The foregoing remarks should not be taken to mean that students
and departments can blithely ignore forecasts of supply and demand.
The number of new academic positions expected in a given field
should receive particular attention because. of all aspects of the job
market. this is the most firmly predictable sThe outlook in many
fieldsnotably the arts and humanitiesis bleak indeed

Students seeking a doctorate in preparation for a careei in re-
search and teaching should understand Mir competition 'for
academic positions will be fierce Those who elect to pursue graduate
study nonetheless should be welcomed for their disinterested dedica
tion rather than denied the opportuhity for advanced study.

The future job market has amplcations not only for government
'policy and sttitlents' career choices but also for the content of
graduate education. Stuaents will have to be prepared for new
careers. and this need raises the questions discussed below

M.
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C. .GRADUATE EDUCATION AS CAREER PREPARATION

Graduate edteatiOn dames scare° resources. req uires heavy
subsidies, and * usually designed to impart the skills and knowledge
required to perform satisfactorily in a defined field (Graduateaduca-
lion may also, like education in general, help prepare studenti to meet
their obligtittons as citizens in society and to lead richer and more
satisfying lives. but these are by-products. and not a printery justilice-
lion for public, support of graduate education

Accordingly. If it appears that a high proportion of those'with
PhD '8 in a given field will have careers that do nut draw qn glair full
Skills, the proper policy course Is to publitize the prospect and to
restrict the categorical public subsidy in that field This has hap-
period. and properly so. painful though It has been far students and
graduate departments.

There is notes general glut of Ph.D 's The long-range career pros-
peas for chemists. geologists. and engineers. for example, are good
Ori the other hand. the long-range prospects le the arts and
humanities are relatively podi The Situation must b*erefully asses.
god field by field and not glibly or globally the pose:Oil:1r of unto*
seen developments that will overturn the most careful and detailed
projections must always be borne in mind This possibility is one
reason why highly qualified, highly motivated students should not be
barred from the held of graduate study that most appeals to them.
However dim the general career outlook appears. .

D. SHIFTS IN GRADUATE ENROLLMENT

From 1970 to 197( the number of graduate students enrolling tor
the first time increased on the average by 4 5 percent per year. de-
spite the bleak lob outlook in academia and the uncertain prospects
for suitable nonac.adeiThc jobs There have been some shills in fields
of graduate study in response to changes 4n perceived needs and
opportunities Enrollment in the health fields and the (toped social
sciences, for ekamoW hiki increased both relatively and absolutely
At the same time, enioarrient in the hilmandies has not fallen off.
despite poor career'prolvects In education. ctiaduate entailments

.
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A

continue fo increase rapidly white prospects for teaching gobs at aft
levels decline rapidly "7 Much-of the increased-eruoliment appears to
be the result of defensive credentialingthat is. by Leachers seeking
to.stave off dismissal by securing.a Master "s or doctorate educe-
lion Some of the new graduate enrollmentmay be attributable to the
Present high levels of unemployment, particularly among young
people When the necessary funds are available, advanced study
seems preferable to enforced idleleSs froni both the, student s and
society's pints of view.

Total graduate enrollment and distribution by field will continue to
begoverned by a complex mix of motives. Opportunities, needs, per
cot:Mons of thg future,and levels of unemployment, az well as by
changes in the vatueyind choices of College graduates. the capacity
of colleges and ueiversitleg and federal and state policies with rem
sped to financial upport fJr higher education Our preference is to
let these forC* %Imre fearing ;hat wly effort to control enrollment
in accord with luperfieialty plat eble criteria is likely to base

disas us consequences

E NONAtADEMit trOSITiONS ,

UniverfiltteS have 10149 atiSun)ed tbaf ttiti responsiAty for delong
Carer preparation for gratliiistif students was theirs alone This post-
lion *appropriate so long as the career-ii for which students are being
trainedleaihng aiinsearish Irn universitibsare essentially 'den-
lical to those Of the trainers But whbn the. potential lobs'are of a very
different character ttaditional preparation will prove inadequate,
univeiSity leachers, no longer useful even as rote models for man_
students. wils have to sees outside assistance in redefining ammo,
oats career preparation for their sttidettis

In fields that have traditionally trained substential numbers of Ph D
recipients for nonacademic positions, d g engineering, the need
for Such oetsiee hetet has been widely recognized In these lipids
grkdualsk pfogram defectors may simply pay careful attention to
geZeteenes ratabestied bf regional or professional accrediting or-

. 0191,,ZgiCrfq., or by profef,.sioriat :;OC-telies. In :.eme instances there are
tom* nintivivams, such its visiting ctimmitleeS compastei of

afumie and other interested On.k,ons-rn indkiStry tt-rough vv .Ch ev-
Pitrna! advice On Zitael 1,adridt4eoln bra ;.hush! el :lame inetarieee, en

7
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which a university his established a cooperative prcigraM
°inuring °hone of the sciences with a peartly Industrial, c.Anaern.,
industry representatives have been directly involved in planning the
graduate program. There 4s an obvious need for prudence puch
arrangemeritt curricula must not be so closely tailored to !-
quirernents of.a particular industry that education for the PhD- be.
comes a_nianpower-training program rather than a fundainektal
teaming experience, "

Might analogous arrangements be devised for the hurninttilatA
search for analogues may prove largely futile though it semi likely
that the search itself might produceidegi for, modifying graduate
programs in at least potentialtlnlidul direction& Wein& contacts
would also help depirtments in advising potential students abnut the.
spectrum of employment opportunities in a given field Mew English
departments have benefited by increasing interaction with depart-
meet chairmen _in nearby community colleges and by Instituting fore
mat advisory councils on the madel of theircolleagues in engineering
and the sciences, Each discipline, and ultimately each department,
should try; to discover whether there is a nonacademic market for
Ph.D. students trained. in whatever novel wiis, in its field. For some
fields, the answer may well be negative. In these cases. decreases in
PhD. armaments may be in order once due weight hag been given to
informed student decisions.

F. ADVICE To GRADUATE STUDENTS

Whatevnthe forecasts foi.future employment. academic or other. ,
wise, and wheteyer the range. f error in these forecute..it is incurri.
bent on graduate schoole.to share this information as completely and
frankly as pesSible with bath current and prospective graduate Stu-
dents. Different departments, at different universities will have differ-
ing recentaxperience in placing their PhD:s. The figures should also
be provided with the best possible estimates of future job prospects
for those.who complete the PhD. program of a specific department. if
a department believes that recruit experience is an inappropciate
inelivent. or raisieading guide for the fistula it should make itemiser.
yahoos explicilin the materials sent to ProsPecr sfudinfs- We be'
_have that graduate faculties have:ft° ability, and he responsibility. to
Provide prospective students with the best availajire employment in-- ..
formation, including appropriate cautionary notes and references to
other sources of information. Similarly. we believe that wadded) sta.
dents hop the ability and the interest Vs evaluate such information
and le maim an intelligent personal decidton with respect to their

24
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plans for doctpral education.
We emphatically recommend that every department should include.

in Ma information sent prospective graduate students a clear...V.1M-
,nent of Its recent exkerlence with job placement and its expectatiohs
for the Mute. The appendix contains one such statethent..

In addition, every professidnal gioup, including its academic mem-
bets, should review the prospective demand and simply in its field

. . and advise the academic nmmunity accordingly. This has been
clone..far expiple, by the Committee on Astronomy Manpower of the

. National Academy of Sciences.;' Faced with the firm prospect of a
. serious oversupply of astronomers and astrophysicists, the Commit-.

tee has formally recommended: r ..

that each universitydepartment producing Ph.D.'s with a specialize.
tion in astronomy and astrophysics "assist in achieving a reduction In
their output of Ph.D:s." .

,

that regular iscuity members assume some of the teaching respon
modules now handled by graduate - students so as to lessen the need for
such graduate students.. ..

that untversitiet develo3 prograrps to make the PhD, astr+mer
-more attractive to small colleges and industry. where managemen often
considers astronomers as little more than useless "star-gazers."_. '

that the kaftan Astronomical Society launch a drive to increase -
the number of undergraduate astronomy programs at junior, colleges.

"' colleges, and universities. thereby providing more feculty positions for
astronomers* . . .

. . .

The precise recommendations are probably unique to astronomy, .
but the principle of a careful assessment of the future and the formu-
la Von of appropriate recommendations is generally applicable.

.
" Autonomy Manpower Cornmatea of ammatio on Science and Public Policy. EmploymOnf
Prooromo 400f.liferalf Mostangton. D.C. Notional Academy of Scar s,1975).
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Vi Principlis Underlying Supp ort
of Giaduite Students

A. SUPPORT OF GRADUATE STUDENTSWHY AND HOW?

Support for graduate students fella into four. general categories:
fellowships, which are in effect gifts; teaching and research assis-
tantships, which provide support in part for sell-vices rendered; loans;
avid personal or family resources. The use of each of these sources of
income rests upon a particular conception of the role performed by
graduate. education and the distribution of its benefits.

foremost among the reasons for the financial support of graduate
students is the yoiversities' and society's commitment to the creation
and dissemination of knowiedie..As a liculty strives-to discover and
transmit knowledge, it must at the same time educate the scholars of
the future. This implies the provision of financial support' so _that
some of the very brightest students can pursue the arduous course of
graduate training in their chosen field. We support the iecommenda-,
tion of the National Board'on Cifkluate Education that the federal
government provide 2,000 merit-based fellowships to be awarded'
competitively each year.12 A similar recommendation for i0,000 fel-
lowships was recently presented by the Carnegie Council on Higher
Education.13 Such a program would encourage, identify and reward
excellence in scholarship and would, by supporting a small number
o the best students, ensure a continuing infusion of highly educated
men and women into our civilization.

A second basis for student support -is wed known and widely
accepted---the creation of highly trained manpower to meet specific
natiohar needs. Categorical graduate support programs in areas of
national concern. shoulti continue to beUsed, primarily by federal
agencies, to attract students to particular field. Together the first
and second principles produce a system of graduate student support
that combines free choice of field for the student and encouragement
to enroll h nationally designated fields. This mix of student choice
and disignated fields is 'Sound.

o

12 National 130Srd on Graduals Education. Federal Policy Alternatives Toward Gradual. Education
,(Washington, National Academy of Sciences, 1974)

. t f3 Carnegie Council on Higher Education. The Federal Role in Postsecondary Education (San
anctsco: Jossay-eass. 1975).
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Just as it is importent for society to train the very best young minds .

to the limits of their ability, so is it important to the individual institu-
tion to attract some of the finest students to its oWn programs. This
third principle leads individual universities to devote a share of their
resources to financial aid designed to.attract such students.

Finally. botft individual inStitutions and society are committed-to
the principle that every qualified student should be able to pursue
advanced training as far as talent will alloW him or her to- go. This
principle is in fact ternpreci by ancithei; society tends to support only
as many students as.till be able.to pursuit careers relevant to their
advanced training,-Theinteractiori of these two principles, though nOt
trinslatablerelichrat numbers, produces generally rational levels and
changes fnjaveis of enrollment. When it eppitars that the number of

. ph.a. holders in a field greatly exceeds the number dt appropriate job
OPenings. the level of support from society tends to drop, and the
level of ability required to receive support tends to rise. This is what
has happened in many fields over the past five years.

There is one more important component of the designthe princi-
ple of self-interest, villich accounts for the substantial oontribution
graduate students and their families. Students and their spouses con-
tribute the largest single share Of the cost of their graduate educe-
lion. Students earn less than they would if-they were not Studying:
and those who study full timelorgo the entire amount they could
otheiwise earn. AO in all, students themselves bear the major part of,
the true pconcirrilc cost of their graduate education.
. Loans are a reasonable component of graduate student support
Heavy reliance on loans is Inappropriate, however, in fields where ad-
vanced training does not add much to lifetime earnings. Moreover,
excessive reliance on loans tends to discourage students who are
wary of borrowing or have already borrowed heavity as under-
graduates. -

Universities have long recognized the importance of training their
graduate students to be teachers. Often such training takeathe form.
of graduate student participation in undergraduate reaching. Ideally
this arrangement allows for carefully supervised training in teaching
for the graduate student and more personalized attention for thrun-
dergradu ate while. as S byproduct, providing an importantsource of
financial support for graduate stuales. In some places. however, the
system has been abused. Where pay is substandard. graduate stu-
dents are exploited. where their teaching is substandard,, under -
graduates are short-changed. Every university that uses teaching as-
sislants should periodically review the system to ensure that it ap-
proaches the ideal. On balance. the teaching assistantship, has been
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helpfurto undergraduates, to graduate students, and to universities.
Graduate students are generally competent teachers. in beneral the
choice has been not between graduate students and faculty as
teachers, but between graduate students and nobody.

Research assistantships, tociipromise a happy convergence of dev-
erat important goals. By assisting faculty members engaged in re-
search, graduate students receive the training in research techniques
that is a necessary part of .education for the Ph.D. At the mime time,
they majdo-real contributionsiolhe research projects with which they
are associated and artraccoidingly suppofted in their graduate study
froth funds for, those projects.

Care must be taken, that the important"contsitiution teaching and
research assistants make to the institutions not Assure the funds=
mental reason for their presence. The size of graduate programs must
not 'be determined solely by needs for undergraduate teachers or
assislance in large-scale research projects. The graduate dean is in a
unique position to keep the overall end in.vieltv, and it is Impbrtent

' A, that he or she.be involved In decisions about funds for teaching and
research assistants.

11. MOULD FINANCIAL NEED AFFECT THE LEVI. OF STUDENT
SUPPORT?

.

As we consider how financial need should enter into decisions on
support for graduate students: tiVb salient points from the above
analysis should be borne in Med. First, the answer will vary with the
source of funds lb' accordance with the rationale.underlying that
category of support. Second. no coherent policy on graduate student
sigma and the relevance of need can be implemented within a uni-
veitity unless all sources of funding are subject to central review and
control. In most cases the dean of graduate studies is the natural
person to exercissubh authority.

Popsiate and federal fellowship programs designed to attract the
veq.brightest students either to graduate study et; general or to par-
haulier graduate programs, a student's financial standing is not re-

. levant. When distributing a limited number of fellowships bi those
.1A° prove thernscives:_the most able in national competition, the fed-
Joel government propeqyignores questions of financial need. A par-
trcular institution may Onitgly choose to attract outstanding stu-
,dehis to its best progranis, by concentrating its funds In areas of
strength and ignoring 'questions-of net/d.

On theother hand, anAnstitutionvay legitimately take the view that,
it should distribute at limited resource4 in a manner that enables the
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largest number of qualified,,motivated itucientis to pursue the ardu-
ous course of gradin)te eduCati,en. in such cases financial need is a
proper criterion for aid, ,

Where a university or deparlinent awards Ieliowshipsid in the light
Of financial need, the integration Of these awards with asilstentships
in thsame department requires attention. It is unwise to award fel./
lowships to the mare needy students and assistan tships toihe less,
needyor vice versa. One successful plan has been to Tequireifrodr
alltudents in a graduate program a fixedamount of teaching. with
the amountbeing set in terms of desirable career piepitation.andito
student being permitted to teach any more or any less. The rikjuirejl
teaching is compensatiKet standard rates. Additional aid, whennefd
is demonstrated, dynes from felfowship funds.

Our general judgment is that every university should keep a careful
.eye on its student support policies, and that a strong case can be
made for explotieg in detail the relevance of finaticial need to every
form of aid. We recommend that all universities put logether a titan!
dal aid package thee is consistent with the kinds of support available
and with the students' financial need and personal Circumstances as
well as with their scholastic ability and career goals. Under such an
arrangement, the extent to which need affects the amount and kind of
financial aid will continua to vary widely from field to field and univer-
sity to university. This is not objectionable. What matters*, that finan-
cial aid decisions be based on reasonable criteria consistently
applied within each institution.

1

C. A GENERAL. ASSESSMENT OF THE SyS'RM

Given that support for gradUate students springs from so many
different rationales, serves so many different functions, and is distri-
buted within universities with so little coherent policy, It is not surpris-
ing that on occasion the fundamental purpose of it all gate lost. A
particular research supervisor may come to regard students as a cap-
live labor pool; soifie students may themselves mistake their role and
their mode of support as a kind of career or job: Some departments
refuse to accept students unless they come with hill fellowship sup-
port from outside aourees; a policy.with little social justification. The,
cumulative effect of these diverse practices is in many universities
nonsystem of student support thitt can be justified only on the
grounds that It exists. Alf in all, graduate student support policies
would be more logical, equitable, and economical if there were a
greater degree of institutional awareness, and prompt action to cor-
rect anomalies. This requires a central mechanism with university-
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wide authority to review current practice, consider the underlying
issues, and Asks generally binding decisions.

The Oesent
is

comax system of support for
graduate Atudy is a sound one to the )sr 'WI at it results PI diversity
of support,by field, hi diversittlh the source of scippOrt, and.in a

_

readOnable degree of respotiti enass to- the need" i of. society. The
system is deflcient in that support for students fluctuates violently,
support for tea institutional b 'whikh graduate ucation rests

is meager and volsitil9the.solrepongnt s'UppSon towing, students
free choice of fieldisanadeitiate, and the capaA f some minitu-
tiorls to define and administer student support poi cfes IS Weak.

,
. .

-

-

2
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VII Access to Graduate" Education

Students of comparable academic ahtlity should have equal access
to graduate study and equal opportunity to complete their degree.
Irrespective of sex, race, origin. or economic status. One major

,.. reaspnlor supporting graduate students is to make it, possibt for
..04iafilled students, whatever their baokground, to undertake and

% .,. complete a program of graduate study. Graduate study should be
available to all highly qualified and motivated men and women, not

k:s.
just the financially and. socially favored.

There are compelling moral, legal, and pedagogical reasons for
positive action to Attain these goals. Efforts to recruit minority stu-
dents for graduate work should be intensified. Fellowship funds for
'minority students are urgently needed, institutional resources for this
purpose have been stretched to the limit. The current efforts to estab-
lish formal faculty exchanges between predominantly black institu-
tions and large universities should be extended as a means of enlarg-
ing the pool of qualified and motivated black students. Addition&
state and federal funds are required. Particular attention must be
given' the counseling of minority students, on both academic and
financial matters. A more heterogeneous population of graduate stu-
dents will have important educational benefits for all students, for the
faculty, and for the world of learning. .

After all reasonable steps have been taken, there will remain the
reality that the pool of minority students qualified for graduate work is
limited in size by the extremely difficult financial situation of most
predominantly black institutions, anp by widespread deficiencies in
the elementary and secondary education of a substantial proportion
of minority studente_ In the long run, minority students will complete
advanced degrees in appropriate numbers only as they gain access to
higher quality education from early childhood on.

The situation of women is different. The problems lie not in the area
of preparation 'or recruitment, but in the area of equal access to fi-
nancial aid and jobs and 'equal treatment as individual students.

An important shortrange problem is the paucity of data. A number
of organizations are analyzing and distributing more reliable data
than has previously been available on the sex, lace, ond ethnic origin
of graduate students and recipients of advanced degrees, drawing
heavily on reports of the Commission on Human Resources of the
National Research Council. This information is essential to asses-'
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sing the current situation, identifying problems, and defining the pool
of advanced degree holders available for faculty appointments.t70

The pipeline leading from elementary schools to Ph.D.'s and faculty
positions is a long one. The number of disadvantaged and minority

. petsons on our fifinties is limited by the number of graduate degrees
awarded these groups, which in turn depends on the efforts both of
graduate schools and of other levels of education. The most impor-
tant long-range problem in eradicating discrimination, is to eliminate
it simultaneously horn all levels of the educational system.

Natrona( Roard on Graduate Educator'. Minority Group Participation .n Graduate Education
( Nshington, D.C. National Academy of Scianc.es. to be published)
16 E, H. arms* and J. L. Kinzer. Enrollment of Minority Graduate Students at Ph.0 Granting
InstsfuNGQ. (Washington. 0. C.. Amencen Council on Education, 1974%

Commwson on Human Resources cd the Rattans. Research Council, Minority Groups Among
unsto9 Sims Doctor's mules Scientists. Engineers. am:Sqlolars, 1972 (Washinglon, 0
Academy of Sciences, 1974)
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Viii: Concluding Remarks

Graduate schOols occupy a unique educational role. They
strengthen our colleges and universities, they enable talented men
and women to pursue their interests and education to the limits of
human knowledge. Most important, they perform three functions vital
to a healthy society: through research, they advance human know-
ledge: by tolininb scholars, they preset:ye and transmit our cyltural
heritage;and by virtue of both Of these, they contribute to the resolu-
tion of efational probleriis and needs. -

The past two decades have seen a_flourishing of our graduate
schools that leaves them strong and healthy today. But there are
strong pressures for change, many of Warn in the directiori of con-,
traction The recent training of enough scholars to double. the size of
college faculties irfthe United States, tha intense financial pressures
on .ouF universities, the prospect of diminishing numbers of 18-22
year oldsall these are forces favoring contraction. At the same time,
new constituencies ,and new fields of knowledgo will cause expan-
sion in some areas. The prospect Is for-an overall net reduction in the
size of graduate schools, with some selective growth. These changes
Will occur within an extraordinarily diversified, decentralized enter-
prise operating under severe economic constraints.

The complex problems of adjustment will introduce great strains
and require painstaking choices. Inherent in the adjustment process
are the dangers of overresponse, of fails adaptation, of if nderedt-
phasizing the things universities do best, and of neglecting the long-
range contributions of scholarship. Equally inherent are theslangers
of sluggishness and tradition-bound rigidity. The task confronting
graduate education is one of balarking, weighing, discriminating,
and choosing tinder pressure. It would be simpler if one could accept
unreservedly the view often presented with great fervor and en-
thusiasm. that the university's, primary role is as vanguard for the
immediate felt needs of society, or alternatively, the view that as the
home of the disinterested search for pure knowledge, the university
should take no part Tn the effort to solve mundane problems. Both
views reflect a single aspect of the truth, the problem is balance.
Given the predilections of our society, our pragmatism and impa-
tience pr immediate solutions, the factor in the balance that we must
nurture most protectively is fundamental. scholarship and basic rer
search.

Graduate education is too impoltant to the nation for any of those
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involved to let the inevitable chaqges occur without thew participa
tion. For the next decade the directions of change must be deter-
mined jointly by state and federal governments, administrations and
governing boards, faculties, students and alumni, and donors. both
institutional and individual. '

Graduate educition in the United States is not a monolith Its
strength rests on a diversity of retponsed to today's social and Intel.
!actual challenges. Even among the major research institutions Con-
stituting the Associationof American Universities, responses will
vary. Some of our outstanding departments will best serve society by
continuing to do what they have always done wellrunning full-time
doctoral programs oriented toward bolt research Other depart-
ments will change substantially toaccommodate new constituencies
Yet others will offer both traditional doctoral programs and other
kinds of programs for students interested in graduate education We
will see the emergence of entirely new problem -based structures for
graduate education ayfd research.

Pluralism and reliance on individual decisionmaking are promi-
nent features of the American scene, not least in higher education
Thor efficacy is dependent upon the presence of reliable information
We call for the development and dissemination of the following kinds
of Information:

1, internal quality assessments of departments and programs in
systematic, periodic reviews by visiting committeesAor exam-
ple:

2. information about placement of recent graduates. compiled and
published by individual graduate programs;

3. manpower forecasts as a guide to the. prospective student;
4. external quality assessments of departments and programs by

field, on a regular periodic basis, using methods, which remain
to be devised, of greater validity than reputation surveys.

or.

improved information should confirm the inexorable necessity of
change, however painful it will in many instances be The guiding
principle must be an overriding insistence on improved quality. an
insistence that implies, inevitably. tha prompt termination of weak
programs. In most, though not all fields, academic positions for
Ph.D. recipients will bi scarce. the nonacademic job picture varies
markedly from field to field. Prospective` graduate students must bo
given the most accurate available information about job prospects in
their intended field. Although the most able and motivated students
should be free to matriculate in doctoral programs irrespective of
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employment forecasts. graduate enrollments should not be inflated in
response either to the need of an institytion for undergraduate
teachers or to the availability of research funds

Above all. successful and creative accommodation of inevitable
change calls for cooperation. readiness to release our grip on even
the recent past. and, once again, an insistence on quality. Men and
women on the campus must recognize that gqvernments and govern,
ing boards cannot and will not shirk their obligation of 4ccountability.
In return, members of boards and government agencies must recog
rue that their decisions will be the wiser for incorporating the know
ledge of faculty. deans, and campus administrators Graduate educa-
tion can only profit if everyone concerrind recognizes that the hard \
decisions ahead are ehared burdens, and That cooperation brings the
Promise of a better, thqugh altered arid probably smaller. graduate
enterprise a decade from now.

1
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Appendix

tritorrnation Goren Applicants tor Admos::iinn to
- Graduate Study in fl.519ty at Stanford University

The Job Marketfer Historiaits

We waft to add a cautionary word about the pible?,ional prospects
of young historians Anyone beginning advanced 'Study in history
today should realize that he or she faces not only important unteliec
trial challenges but aiso a severely restiscled job market and strong
competition for the avadable teaching positions Nationally. it seems
clear that teaching opportunities in higher education will be quotes
limited for the next five to ten years The situation may vary among the/
fields of history. but i9 no established held a the outlook good A
nationwide survey Ceducted by the Amesican Historical Association
in the fall of 1913 found that in departments reporting to the survey.
55 percent of the graduate students who actively sought employment
for 1873-14 had, been Placed I n historyaelated rebs This survey also
Predicts that nalsonaliy the ratio of applicants to sobs for 197415 will
be more than four toone To date the History Department at Stanford
has a strong record of Wrung its finishing VudentS obtain teaching
Positions Seventy Percent of those seeking employment for
197344 were Placed 480 percent of those with completed history
Ph D 72 percent of those wlio had not yet completed alt require-
ments. for the degree). and 25 percent Failed to hod suitable position:.
However, this Wong record ought not to obscure the tact that the
task of placing siudents Mei), to become more dilliCult for us in the
years ahead. and wfs want to bring these facts to your attention
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